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Contact Contact free

Rotation of crystal and/or crucible,
use of stirrer

Action by means of physic fields

Control methods in crystal growth

Gravity field

Electro-magnetic field

Heat field

Characterized by:

Stability
Uniformity
Symmetry

Search of the ways to control the 
processes of heat-mass transfer is 
always actual, because the latter 
mainly determines crystal quality



L

L / P

For all axisymmetric, including Czochralski and Kyropoulos, methods it is axiom to 
use strictly stable and stationary conditions with appropriate temperature gradients 
in vertical and radial directions. In that way the heat field would have the symmetry 
of immobile cone (L / P).

How can we control over of crystal growth by the heat field?

We can change the heat field symmetry and rotate it



Principal design 

of the heaters

A main point is to produce 
heterogeneous heat field 
with stationary or cyclically 
changing parameters. 
Various symmetries and 
amplitude-frequency 
characteristics of the heat 
field may be achieved by 
commutation of vertically 
aligned heaters placed 
around container.



TSSG growth of BBO crystals ( -BaB2O4) in Czochralski configuration from 
Na2O-flux

Growth of BBO crystals is complicated due to the high viscosity of liquid 

Increment of crystal rotation rate

Weak natural convection Natural + forced convection Forced convection



Czochralski setup, L3 symmetry of the heat field

A specific three-rays star is 
observed on the surface. The 
convection of melt-solution 
becomes structurized in the whole 
volume. We could obtain three 
through convective cells of natural 
convection.

Cold point



Czochralski setup, quazi-L3 symmetry of the heat field

A main point of this idea is to shift the intersection of rays from 
the center of crystal. So the growth is divided into two stages.
First stage is to grow the cone up to desired diameter of crystal 
in the heat field of L3 symmetry as described before. After that
the power load on heaters 7-10 and 12-15 is slowly reduced. 
Intersection of descending flows becomes shifted from the 
crystal center to the heater 11.





BBO crystal grown from 
crucible 80 mm in diameter

BBO crystals



Top (a), side (b) view and axial section 16 
mm in thickness (c) of 350g BBO crystal 
grown from crucible 100 mm in diameter.
And 30x30x6 mm3 nonlinear element

BBO crystals



Growth of LBO crystals

LBO (LiB3O5) crystal is well-known as a high efficiency frequency-converter of laser 
radiation and has been routinely used in non-linear optics for the last 20 years. 
Its applying in broad-aperture high power laser systems was limited due to 
difficulties to grow crystals with big sizes. 

Advantages
Broad transparency range, high laser damage threshold and wide acceptance 

angle.

Main NLO properties
Transparency range 165 - 3200 nm
Nonlinear coefficient d31=1.05 pm/V
Laser damage threshold 25 GW/cm2 at 1064nm
Conversion efficiency 40-60% (1064nm to 532nm)

Angular tolerance 4.6 mrad

Main physical properties
Incongruent melting at 834 C
Space group Pna21 (rhombic system)
Lattice constants: a = 8.4473 Å b = 7.3788 Å c = 5.1395 Å



Kyropoulos growth of LBO crystals (LiB3O5)

Growth from the self-flux with B2O3
as an additive compound

High viscosity of the melt-solution 

Growth from MoO3 containing melt-solutions 

Very good small crystals ( < 300g )

Can we grow big crystals by direct scaling of furnace?

Very complicated task. Because of 
furnace imperfections

Nonsymmetric shape of the crystal

Formation of defects

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR CONTROL OVER OF H-M-T PROCESSES?



LBO crystal growthLBO crystal growth

Schematic of the setup for LBO 
crystal growth by Kyropulos method

Radial temperature distribution 
inside the furnace - L22P heat field 

symmetry and orientation of 
grown LBO crystal



Seeding was realized by test contact/detachment of seed with estimation of 
melted part and height of meniscus. The contact was determined also by 
signal from balance sensor and by resistance value in the circuit: seed holder 

seed melt crucible. 

Equilibrium point : dissolution of the seed is less than 0.1 mm

Seeding

Growth

After the seeding procedure growth of crystal with variable cooling rate 
(from 0.01 K/hour at the start of experiment to 0.06 K/hour at the end) was 
performed. Duration of the experiment for 1.3 kg crystal is 80 days while 
overall temperature decrease is ~45K.

And we can increase period between switchings of the heaters groups in 
order to rotate the heat field during crystal growth to improve H-M-T 
processes. 



For any good-shaped and bulk crystal the line of weight evolution goes down 
showing decrease of crystal weight meaning the increase of Archimedes 
force. And on the other hand when the line proceeds up, the crystal is partly 
or fully blocked. We correlate this dependence with initial direction of growth 
from the seed. With the proper temperature gradient and oversaturation, the 
crystal starts to grow inside the melt. And since the density of LBO is lower 
than that of the flux, we see the decrease of weight . And we suppose 
predominantly surface crystallization at initial stage for another variant. 
Anyways, this dependence allows stopping the process before waste of 
months of experiment.

Information from balance sensor:



LBO crystal 429g of weight grown from 120 mm crucible



Our progress in LBO crystal growth:Our progress in LBO crystal growth:

Weight = 816.6 grams
Crucible diameter 140 mm



Our progress in LBO crystal growth:Our progress in LBO crystal growth:

Weight = 1033 grams
Crucible diameter 160 mm



Our progress in LBO crystal growth:Our progress in LBO crystal growth:

Weight = 1558 grams
Crucible diameter 180 mm



Ø 50mm

LargeLarge--aperture coated NLO element from LBOaperture coated NLO element from LBO



LBO crystal, 1379 g,
dimensions 148x130x89 mm3

Ø65mm

12mm

LBO crystals

Maximum dimensions:



Crystal quality (direct)

Most of grown crystals contain slight amount of visible inclusions (at least 1% of 
the volume). Of course, No inclusions, No boundaries, No scattering inside the 
NLO elements! Optical absorption for most of NLO samples is less than 5-10 
ppm/cm at 1064 nm. 

Distribution of optical absorption



The high homogeneity of the refractive indexes of the grown crystals may be 
further illustrated by mapping the phase-matching angle across the 30 mm 
circular aperture of a 17 mm-thick LBO element cut in the XY-plane for type-I 
SHG at 1053 nm. The angular tolerance is 0.46° full-width at half maximum.

Crystal quality (indirect)



Crystal quality (indirect)

Efficiencies over 90% 
(from theoretical value) 
were recently measured 
using a 53mm collimated 
top-hat beam in a larger 
aperture LBO element 
(65mm in diameter, 
thickness 12mm) with 
average intensity of 900 
MW/cm². 

=22.3º, =90º orientated LBO sample with dimensions Ø50x12 mm showed 16% 
efficiency of SHG  with variation ±0,5% in 200 different points (parameters of the 
laser beam: =1064 nm, input power 14.3mW ±0,71%, spot size 350 m, repetition 
rate 10 Hz). 

High-energy NLO experiments with this sample showed ability to produce 115 J of 
green light ( =527 nm) with 85% efficiency.



A new approach of contact free control over of H-M-T processes in crystal 
growth consisting in symmetry change and rotation of the heat field was 
proposed. 

BBO crystals:
Advantages of the approach to BBO crystal growth:
A.Reduce the size of central column of inclusions
B.Increment of the crystal yield 

LBO crystals:
Advantages of the approach to LBO crystal growth:
A. Improvement of solute transport
B. Reliable seeding and growth of symmetric crystal
C. Prevention of the contact between crucible and crystal

High energy levels represent a two-orders of magnitude improvement over 
previously published experiments with LBO. Hence LBO is a good candidate 
for applying in broad-aperture high power laser systems as an efficient 
substitute for KDP crystals.

Conclusions



Thank you for your attention


